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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true about services and the Resource Manager? 

A. The Resource Manager can manage the relative priority of services within an instance by binding services directly to
consumer groups if services are mapped to consumer groups by the DBA. 

B. When a client connects using a service, the service can be mapped to a consumer group, enabling the Resource
Manager to manage work requests by service in the order of their importance. 

C. The srvctl utility is used to map services to consumer groups. 

D. The Resource Manager offers benefits In managing workloads because priority is given to business functions rather
than the sessions that support those business functions. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

A resource consumer group (consumer group) is a collection of user sessions that are grouped to- gether based on their
processing needs. When a session is created, it is automatically mapped to a consumer group based on mapping rules
that you set up. As a database administrator (DBA), you can manually switch a session to a different consumer group.
Before you enable the Resource Manager, you must specify how user sessions are assigned to re- source consumer
groups. You do this by creating mapping rules that enable the Resource Man- ager to automatically assign each session
to a consumer group upon session startup, based upon session attributes. Oracle Database Resource Manager (the
Resource Manager) enables you to manage multiple workloads within a database that are contending for system and
database resources. In addition, the Database Resource Manager can map services to consumer groups. Therefore,
you can automatically manage the priority of one service relative to others. You can use con- sumer groups to define
relative priority in terms of either ratios or resource consumption. Oracle Database Administrator\\'s Guide 

 

QUESTION 2

Choose three correct statements about ASM disk group attributes set from the ASMCA Create Disk Group 

A. The field labeled ASM Compatibility sets the compatible.asm attribute. 

B. When creating a disk group with ASMCA, the default setting for the ASM Compatibility field (compatible.asm) is 10.1. 

C. The Database Compatibility field (compatible.rdbms) sets the minimum version level for any database instance that is
allowed to mount the disk group. 

D. To use ADVM volumes, ADVM Compatibility (compatible.advm) must be set to 11.2.0 or later and ASM Compatibility
must be 11.2.0 or later. 

E. Advancing the values for disk group compatibility attributes can be reversed if desired. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

COMPATIBLE.ASM The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.ASM attribute determines the minimum software
version for an Oracle ASM instance that can use the disk group. COMPATIBLE.RDBMS The value for the disk group
COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute determines the minimum COM- PATIBLE database initialization parameter setting for
any database instance that is allowed to use the disk group. COMPATIBLE.ADVM The value for the disk group
COMPATIBLE.ADVM attribute determines whether the disk group can contain Oracle ASM volumes. The value must be
set to 11.2 or higher. Before setting this attribute, the COMPATIBLE.ASM value must be 
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11.2 or higher The default disk group compatibility settings are 11.2 for Oracle ASM compatibility, 10.1 for database
compatibility, and no value for Oracle ADVM compatibility. The disk group compatib- ility settings can only be advanced;
you cannot revert to a lower compatibility setting. Oracle Database Storage Administrator\\'s Guide 

 

QUESTION 3

The database administrator is tasked with creating an ASM disk group. Exadata is not being used. 

If failure groups are not specified when creating an ASM disk group containing 10 disks, how many failure groups are
automatically created? 

A. one 

B. two 

C. five 

D. ten 

Correct Answer: D 

There are always failure groups even if they are not explicitly created. If you do not specify a failure group for a disk,
then Oracle automatically creates a new failure group containing just that disk, except for disk groups containing disks
on Oracle Exadata cells. Oracle?Automatic Storage Management Administrator\\'s Guide 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about the management of Oracle Services? 

A. To manage workloads or a group of applications, you can define services for a particular application or a subset of an
application\\'s operations. 

B. Similar work can be categorized under services to ease workload management. 

C. Users who share a service should have different service-level requirements. 

D. Oracle Enterprise Manager or SRVCTL should be used to control cluster-managed services, not DBMS_SERVICE. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Using Oracle Services To manage workloads or a group of applications, you can define services that you assign to a
particular application or to a subset of an application\\'s operations. You can also group work by type under services.
For example, online users can use one service, while batch processing can use another and reporting can use yet
another service to connect to the database. Oracle recom- mends that all users who share a service have the same
service level requirements. You can define specific characteristics for services and each service can represent a
separate unit of work. There are many options that you can take advantage of when using services. Although you do not
have to implement these options, using them helps optimize application performance. Oracle does not recommend
using the DBMS_SERVICE package for use with services used by an Oracle RAC database. Use SRVCTL or Oracle
Enterprise Manager to create database services for Oracle RAC. Oracle Real Application Clusters Administration and
Deployment Guide 
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QUESTION 5

On the OUI Grid Plug and Play information page, you can configure GRID Naming Service (GNS). What will be the
SCAN Name field default to if you enter cluster01 in the cluster Name field and cluster01.example.com in the GNS Sub
Domain field? 

A. cluster01.example.com 

B. cluster01-qns.example.com 

C. cluster01-scan.cluster01.example.com 

D. cluster-vip.example.com 

Correct Answer: C 

If you specify a GNS domain, then the SCAN name defaults to clustername-scan.GNS_domain. Otherwise, it defaults to
clustername-scan.current_domain. For example, if you start Oracle Grid Infrastructure installation from the server
node1, 

the cluster name is mycluster, and the GNS do- main is grid.example.com, then the SCAN Name is mycluster-
scan.grid.example.com. 

Oracle Grid Infrastructure Installation Guide 
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